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Introductory Statement

The Center. for Social Organization of Schools has two primafy ob-

jectives: to develop'a scientific knowledge of how schools affect' the

students, and.to use this knowledge to develop better school iractic

and organization:/

The Center works th ough four programs to achieve its objec
;4

The Polic Studies in Sc ool Dese re ation program applies the/i) i theO-

ries if social organization of schools, 'to study, th jpnternali ditioriS of

--1/

desegregated schools, the feasibility of desegregation policies,.

/ /
and the interrelation of chool desegregation wtth they ty iosuts sucia

aS:ilouSing and job desegregation. The School Organi program is cur-

rently concerned with auth rity-Control structures, ask 04trtictUres reward

systems/and peer group pr cesses,in schools. 4, has oduced A largescale .

study of the effects of ope schools, has developed dent 'te4M:Learning

iqitructional processes for teaching various subjects e 1.0ilent a ry

and secondary schools, and has produced a computeriz systep ikor achool-

wide attendance,monitoring. The School Process an eek'DOelopment

program is studying transitions from high-school
I

, - -
pc t;'4.p:8.ondary -insti-

tutions and the role of schooling in the de...110.4 ent,o .career plans and .1

Studies in Delinquencythe actualizAtion of labor market-Outcomes.

and School,Eirvinments program is examining the interactions of school

environments, school experiences, and indivi
./

tion to in-school and later-life delinquency,'
'4*

oft

This report, prepared by the Policy S!tuilies in' School Desegregation'

',Characteristics in rela-

program,

4

is part of the program's examination of the role of non-public

schools in the school desegregation processi.
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Abstract.
r

Although enrollments in non-public schools have been declining nationally

since. 1965, there have been major local vai-fations. In. this paper, it is

shown that changes between 1960,and19.70 in the non-public sector's share

of 4 city's white pupil enrollmell.t is closely associated with changes in

the racial demographic makeup of the city. -Evertwhen hOlding constant such

factors as the age of a city's housing stock apd the ethnic composition of

,its white population, the non-public share of white-enrollment in cities

outside of the South increased in cities with large black populations, and

in cities where the number of black schoolchildren grew rapidly but. the

number of white schoolchildren.declined-or remained steady: Differences in

the amount of school desegregation that occurred, however, were not related
4

to pon-public enrollment'trends, except for high school students in Southern

cities.

Several dimensions of-the 'social and political climate of the cities

explained additional variation in non-public school enrollment trends, but

these'factors do not account-for the means by which the demographic changes:

that were occurring vrere'translated into parent enrollment decisions.

It is suggested th6t policies intended to fihancially supportnon-phblic

schools may have their greatest impact in raising non - public enrollments in

cities with large and growing black populations and declining white popula-

tions.

rt



RATIONALE

The proportion of children going to n n-pUblic'elementary and secon-

dary schools in the United States has bee declining for the past fifteen

years. In 1959-60, about 14% of America se?- oichildren attended private

and parochial schools. By 1975-76, an e tiMated .were attending such

schools ("School Enrollment Trends," The reasons given for the
m,

decline include increased school tuit oa costs, the outward expansion of

metropolitan hoUsing, and a decreasi g influence of the religious perspec

4

tive Iri an increasingly cosmopolite nation (Adams, 1976).

Non - public enrollments, howe er; have not declined in all areas.of

the country, and there have bee A' o .y sponsorship categorie4.

Yor example, although Catholic affiliated schools deglined 40% in enrollment

between 1965 and 1975, schoo s sponsored by evangelical Protestant groups,-

multiplied their school po. lations by a factor of 4 or 5. Other school

groups--Con-sectarian prilate schools and Lutheran-affiliated schbOlsc.for

example--had constant' modestly increasing enrollments over.thiS-period

(Erickson, et al., 197

States in the S uthern United States .-differed markedly'from the rest

of the country in, heir non-public school enrollthent trends. In the North

east, the Midwest and the Western states, the proportion of students at-

tending non-publ c schools declined by one-third between 1960 'and 1975.

However, iln,the/Southeasterh states the non - public share increased during

those years from about 67 to 9% of therea's total school.

These regonal and religious variations in the non-public enrollment

trend suggestthat we are not ,,Yitnessing a major national movement away from

private sPonsorship of schooling, ,but that local factors are the,dothinating

Jaw
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influence. Besides religions and,tegiOnal factors, another outstanding

faCtor that may be contributing to local variations in-non-public.,enroll-

ments concerns tlhe issue of race. In particular; it is commonly claimed

that Many white families, upon perceiving the threat of an'unfayorable racial
, ,

batanceY'at the public school to which their children are assigned, will
a

choose instead to pay the added cost of non-public school tuition.

Although it ia profoundly important to know to what degree such

racially'mOtivated'behavior is occurring, unfortunately we have,nobroad ne-
1 d

tional data to measure the relationship between school racial composition

and, individual school enrollment decisions. However, residents of all cities
or*

t

do not-have an'equal "risk" of locally integrated schocils. cities diffe7

Widely both in "populatiOn racial composition'and in. the frequency of,t'atjally
-41 .

heterogeneous schools. Thus, if the threat of substantial racial hetero7

geneity does cause white parents to be more likely to select,a non-public

school for their children,, cities having increasinginuMbeis of white parents

facing such-a "threat" will be cities whose non - public share of white pupil

enrollment is increasing, relative to cities with more consistently racially

homogeneous schools: 1!$

This paper-addresses the question of,"white flight" into non-public

schools, using aggregate demograp 'c and schoOl enrollment data about cities.

As,a first step, tae -shall see whither cities that have experienced the

greatest increases (or the least declines) in the non-public school share

of white pup 1 enrollment are the same cities that had injtially larget black

kublic
school \opulations, cities that experienced larger increases in this

population, and cities that had the most extensive desegregation of their

public schools.,

ti

rya
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Secondly, multiple regression procedures will be employed to statis-
-

tic-ally control for other city characteristics that have tended to. parallel

,racial demographic changes occurring in U.S cities . By holding constant

such dimensions as the condition of the city's housing stock and the ethnic

composition of its white population, we can at least sharply reduce the

risk of drawing faulty conclusions between dace ce and enrollment variables.

Finally, `social science is most useful when it can identify socially

malleable mechanisms by which prior variables affect subsequent ones. For

example, if social and.politiCal factors in city life respond to.demographic

changes in the population and in turn affect household responses to these'e
changes, it is itiporta4-Tor policy purposes to,identify these "intervening

variables." Thus, this paper also examines certain measures of the cities'

racial, political, and educational climate that also appear to be related

to white flight into non-public schools.

A
In summary:this paper focuses on changes in the proportion of white

school-age children' who are ?rolled in non-public elementary. and secondary

. . schools, and on race-related demographic factors hypothesiied to be partly

\-rsponsible'for such changes.
1

The prol)Ortion-of white pupils residing in a city who attend non-public

'schools can increase as a result of any of thfee distinct demographic pro-

cesses: by'direct transfers from public to non-Tublic schools; by a larger

fraction of the schol-entering,popelation enrolling in nonpublic schools

than the propOrtion of the group that graduated; or by the public schools

providing a disproportionate share of white out - migrants -- suburb - goes:;, for
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examples. Unfortunately, only an analysis of individual-level school -en-

rollment historiescoutd distinguish among these processes. City-level
I.

consideration of race-specific changes in non-public enrollment and their

relaticinship to race-sp'ecific'demographic changes cannot which of

these processes is operating. Nevertheless, to the extent that any of them

are occurring to a greater degree_in cities with large and growing black:

populations, or in cities where school desegregation is taking thelr
.ft

effects on resegregation\of black and white school-age pupils are essentially

the same.

METHOD

Demographic and school enrollment data on 157 U.S. citiet were

gathered from 1960 and 1970 U.S. Census reports and from recent articles

an papers on school and residential segregation within U.S. cities (Cole-

man et al., 1976; Sorensen, et al., 1975; Farley, 1975; ROssell, 1975-76).

Data on the racial, political and educational climate in 86 of these cities,,

circa 1968, were obtained from a surtey of civil rights and school politics

in non'- Southern U.S. cities conducted by Robert Crain (Kirby, Harris, and

Crain, 1,973) ..

Of the 11 cities in our data-base, 48 are in the portion of the South

thaetained considerable elements of its two-tier educational system after

the 1954 Supreme'Court decision on segregated schools. 'Because of the di

tinct initial differences of this region, we will consider it sqparately

for the most part in our analysis.
2

o

RESULTS

Changes in the Non-Public Share of White-Enrollment

Figure 1 shows the proportions of white schoolchildren who Were en-
,



androlled in non-public school's in 1960 and in 1970 in the largest 52 of ou54
, --:-...1, . ,

, . .

157 cities.
3 ,.-, ,

The barge cities whose non-pub share'of white enrollment

t
\-4"

inciteased during the 1960s were Southern cities and, too a,lesser extent,

Northern cities with relatively large blAck:-populptions. ,These Cities

(in descending order according to the size -of the increase) were: Washingpon,

D.C., Atlanta, Kansas Tampa, Mlami, Jacksonville, Charlotte,' Dallas,

_Nash vile,,
Birmin , Fort/Worth,' Philadel Detroit, Newark, New York

. t

City, and.Oakland. Smaller cities-*ith increases in their non-public shares
1. .

were ale cities with large black'popUlations: Jackson, Missi pi; Mount
/

..'

--. New York; Atlantic City,New Jersdy; East St. LouiS, Illinois; DurVernon,,

ham, NoYeCaolina; and Chester,- ennsylvania. For all 1157 cities, the
..,

.

correlation between the percent black the 1960 public schools, and'the

change in the proportion of white schoolchildren attending non-public schools ,

was °substantial (1- = .46).

T

Figute,1-About Bete'

I
.

..., ,
. e 1,$

1,gives the means and standard deviations of most of the'city
.

characteristics we--shall Consider initially in our analyses. Although the-

regional differ es in trendsin non-public enrollment by white pupils-

4 _

are:not so striking as the overall hational data suggested, "there are some

Interesting differedces-. While Southern cities experienced an increase in
,

.,

. ' _'s
-1

the, share of white elementary school 'enrollment' going to non-public schools,
.c

. , t Ti- %V .i

the non-public share of high school enr 'Tent declined. The opposite-
1

pattern is observed for cities outside he South: non-public enrollmept
_.., \ -

shares

J

, ..0

or elementary schools decliued Ln most non-Southern cities, but
-,

r PO'' .
, .

%

t4,
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'the mean valu'e for high school' students actually increased.

I

kTable 1 About Here

The Southern and non-Southern cities had very different experiences

of racialdemographic change in the 1960s. The'48 Southern cities started.

the 1960s with a greater proportion of blacks among their public school

-Students than did the remaining 109 cities. he other and, 1they exper-'

..1' ")I

public schools in the South experienced a greater reduction in the level

4 . ,

of racial- segregation of pupil and teachers. The index measuring the level

a
clined by an average of half its maxiMumvalue between,i1-967 and 1970,in

,, , , ,

wthe,Southern cities, Although student segregation declined by_only'h fourth
, A W/ 'i

as much, this was still twice the reduction segregation experienced by

..)
.

t

the non-Southern cities during this period.

fenced smaller increased of black students du ring.the decade. However,

of:racial segregation, of teachers <dissiglarity index;-Farley, 19751jec.

011

CorrelaliOns with Racial Demographic Factors

Table 2 shows, for 'Southern and'nbn-Southern regions separately, the
,

correlation's of various city qnaracteridtics wit the change the propor-
,

Cn the South, both'tion of white student enrollment in non-public sch961s.

* t '
,pupil, and teacher desegregation (i.e., aecreases in the segregation index)

, 1
x4ere associated with increases in white atgendance 'in non=publc s

.

(r = .31sand'.37 respectively). Outs 'the\South; the relationships.. were

, 1,

much smaller ((i. = .12 anti .16), perhaps efause, as'Table 1 indicated,
'

, 4
, .

. . - ,*
there wa§ little actual desegregation iniNorthei'n cities dU 'fig the 1960s.-

-

Table 2 About Here
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Outside the South, however, the non-paibl* 'share of white enrollment
'44

increased more in cities tyhere the total, auMbe of WhitesChoolchildren .

(public plus non-public) declined (r = -.37).3 There waeno 'Significant

zero-order relationship,between these variables for the Southern cities.;
Long the i)ties of boar regions, the, 1960-1970 increase in the non-public

sector's share of,"white enrollment was correlatedr(ahotIA .4) with (he black

proportion of the 1960 public schoorpupiliopulation.

tower black socioeconomic status (fewer homeonwers and lower median
)

family income) was associated with larger increases in the non - public propor-

tion of.white enrollment the South, but not Outside the SoUth. Also, "in
!

the South there was a large regression towards-the, mean, with citits with

an initially'small non-public enrollment among whites experiencing the

X
4

greatest .increase in white enrollment.

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS

rm

Rationale and Method

Otir main interest is largely) in whether the rtc al factors found to

be'correlated with changes in white non-public skhool'enrollment- - desegre-

gation in the South, decline in the number-t,,,of school-age whites outside

the South, and an initially high.concenIration of black pupils in both

regions -- are causally,respOnsible for the changes in the'enrollment. dis-

tributiofts that occurred.
111,

pbssibility of spurious causal inference from the, correlations is

Obvious. Outside the South, forrexample, the number of white scpool*ildren

tended to remain .§table or decline more in cities with an older housing ,

stock, and it was in older cities where the black population was large and

rapidly srowing. Because these older cities also h a greater increase
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NO.

in "percent non-publie.than younger cities,, we must be sure that, racial -

factors\do'not merely mask the effects of aging cities.4 To take'another
,

-

example,desegregation of students in the South was moreiexensive in the.

smaller cities, and it was 'in the smaller cities that there was a' greater

increase in non - public enrollments: Thus city size may be'a confounding

factor as well: 1

order to separate out the unique effect's of racial factors'from.
, , ,

.

.

other tween-city derhographic factors, multiple rfgression proeedures were'
.

employed for Southern and non-Southern cities separately' .-,.Tao series of

regresaions°(or "models ") were run for each region. --.the Second one.inclu-
.

4

ding additional socio-economic variables that Were available for\only'a subL

set of the, cities in each region. Separate regression analyseswere per
-

A'formed using three dependent variables:', the change (1960 to 1970) in the

.

proportion of all whiee students (grades, K-12) enrolled in non-public sChools,

the change for, the elementary school (K-8) poputatiow only'', and the 'change.
N

for the high school (9-12, population\only.

In the' first series of regressions ("M-6-del l) nine predtcto r varia-

bles were employed five "racial" factors and four qnoil-racial" factors.

The five "racial" factors, were Ordent- black in the public schools.,' 1960;

change in theommber of white School children (public plus nbn-publiC),

1960-1970;, change in the number of-..black schoolchildren, 19697197d; change

in the pupil racial segregation index between 1967 and. 1970; and change in

the. teacher racial segregation index between,1967 and.1970. The four "non-

racial" fa.c.tors were percent of Wh4.tes enrolled in non- public schools, 1960;
, r

percent of housing bdilt before 1950; log of cit opulation, 1960-1970

average; and a dummy va ble distingdishing ce9tral ei,,ties and suburbs.

1..
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The second series of regressions ("model 2") added five economic indiL

and black city populations as Of 1970: median whiter Ad,catoes'of the white

median'7black incomes, white,and black homeownership rates, and a measure

of concentration of the metropolitan area's high income familics (over

$50,000; ?59) inside the city limits- relative to the overall -concentration

of the LIqtal metropolitan population i6 the city. To these was added/another,

"social" variable: the pr(eportion-of the population that was of foreign

stock (immigrant or native 6f foreign or mired parentage,)'. Tbee variables,

obtained .frk,m the data set used to examine addi.tional social and political

variables (see below), were available for 35 of the 48 Southern cities and

92 of the l09 .non-Southern ones,

The results 4ression analyses are shown in Table 3 for the

non-Southern cities, a.nd. iu Table 4 for the South. Analysis of the second

model. in each table employed a step-wise procedure (after forcing in varia-

bles from the first: model whose beta-coefficients were at least + .12), so

not all variables Cron the firs t. ti.odel are iucluded in the second.

Results: Non-Southern Cities

;10.1lysls summarized in Tnble sitests that, in the non-Sbuthern

citic!;, race -assoc k.ited dcmos,rnphic v:rrianles may, in 1.1ct, be even more
4

inherent l.y t iecl t ite schoo I enrol 1 men pat terns (14 t he cor re I i on:-; in

'fable 4 had indica.ted.

I 11,I i\.bou t

Table 2 showed that outside the onth, tour tr.tits were kighLY

cot- re I.1 ed : 1.,11A propgrt bt.,(1;;;; ttti)ny the I060 publ i
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. school students;, experiencing .a decline in the number of-Olite schoolchil-

dren; hhving older housing:, and fraying had an initially ,high percentage of

whites enrolled in non-piiblic schools in 1960. Correlations among these'

variables ranged from .36 to .72 and averaged .52. in the multiple regres-

sion equation results, of these four predictors, only the- 1960 public school

racial compos-ition and the decline in the number of white 'schoolchildren

continued :to have large positive coeffiCients. This result held for all

three grade level

Sinn Moduls.

a

omhinations (K-12, K-8; and 9-12), and for both regres-

In most ce;;, the standardized regression coefficients --
J.

which ranged from .36 to .)3 -- were larger than their corresponding zero-''''

order correlation statistics.

despite holding constant a good many-variables,. includingage- of-

housin and 1960 level of white usage of non-public schools, gains during

the decade-by the non - public sector in its share of white enrollment in

non-Southern cities we're strongly associated with a.decline the:.-lumber

whi,, schoolchildren attending any school and with an initially large

1ilack proportion among the public school

,\ third inrt jor piciated varial in the non Southern city equa-

Lime; tilt change in the number of black schoolchildren. Net of the re-

mauling factors considered, including fhe initial percent black and the

iir CJic Inti!thtr ui i t. Iwo d 1-(ni 'the I a r the

black pupil population increae d6Wing the decade, the target the increli..e,

In the proportion to rh ciavH white pupils whp attended non-public schools.

("The fc)) nt- tintit1 Int- t ht (hit rtu.it' (' ve otril) i ntti t ow; were a1 I tiboti



In the non-Southern cities6 then, all' three racial demographic variables 'I'

we considered -- increase ,in .the:number of-black schoolchildren, decrease.

in-the number, of white schoolchildren, and a_jarge percent black in the

s:'
.1D

.

,1960. public school population -- were associated wit il increases in the non-
,

public sector's share of white pupil enrollment. during the 1960s.

In contrast to the significance -of the racial demographic variables,

actual scpb4. desegregation outside the South duTing the 1960s did nor seem

to directly affect non-public enrollment shares. The pupil desegregation

variable (change in the dissimilarity index, 1967-1970) did not enter any

of the three stepwl-8e regressions run for the non-Southern cities. This

result is not surprising, however, because large changes in'the size of-

the pupil segregation index in non-SaUthern cities were rare that is

s!'

there was little pupil desegregation occurring in non-Southern cities during

those years. n

Desegregation of teachers was a significant independent variable'in the

regression equations. This factor, though, was not related to changes in

,

high scho(41. non-public enrollment and appeared important for elementary

schools only after taking black and white socioeconomic variables into con-

sideration (the second regression model).

Fri summary, the statistleal pattern of the regression results for the

non-Southern cities suggests that the racial demographic composition and

the changes in relative numbers of whi-tes and blacks in the city did play_

a role in changing the existing proportion of white pupils in the non-public
4,

sector. Controlling flier demographic and socio-economic factors only

strengthened the.significance of the racial demographic variables in the
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overalPpicture. On the other hand, actual se ool desegregation was an

',Insignificant factor in the non-Southern, region'during the period covered

by our data.

Results: Southern Cities
I

Results for the Souttern cities differed from those for the non-South,

and there were sizable differences_between-the patterns for elementary

school and high school enrollments. Overall, racial factoOts appear to have

played a smaller- role in the South, as can be observed in Table,4. The

standardized regression coefficient for "percent Black, 11960 public schools,"

the lost significant of the racial demographic variables, was'oniy .22 for

thesecond regression model applied to all grade-levels.

Table 4 About Here

For predicting the enrollment distribution changes of white elementary

school pupils, black socio-economic status was as significant as the absolute

numbers or numerical increases Of whites arid blacks. Increases in the non

public share of white elementary school enrollment were greater in those.

So thern cities with particUlarly lbw median black family incomes 1 =

Modest'relationships werel found for several other-demographic and socio-

economic variables. The beta coefficient for "percent increase, number of

black schoolchildren, 1960-1970," dlth.ough only .18, impressive if only

because the zero-order dssociation had been a negative .19. ( On the other

Hand, school desegregation -- which had been highly correlated with non-public-

school enrollment changes in Southern cities -- was not a factor in the

regression equations for .southern elementary school enrollmenv.
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The high. school data for the Southeiu ties. snggest an even broader

relationship between race and non-publi/c school enrollment changes than

,

....-

we found for the non-Southern cities.

1.e second regression model'Oresults for Southern high school en-
,

rollments included seven race-rerated variables that had beta coefficients'

above .15 These variables included aspects of racial demography, racial

socio-economic status, and school.desegregatioq. Only two - -a low black

homeownerchip rate and a large tricreae in the number of black school-

.childreh,--had statistically significant associations with white non-public
A

school gains. However, HA
,

sMall cities) in this equation did liMit

the likelihood ofinding statisticallj.sign4icant relationships.

School desegregation variables were /ore significant at the high

school level in the South than they. Were anywhere else in the regression.

analysis, although even here the beta coefficients were only modest in

size, ranging from .15 to .23: Also, it, should be noted that the Southern

high school results resembted'those for non-Southern cities 'n the impor-

#
'

tance of Idemographic. predi \tors: in both region' increases i
,

the number

of black schoolchildren and declines/in the number of white schoolchildren

were associated with increases in the non-public share of white enr9TTMent

.40 and,.27 respectively; model: 2).

For Southern cities, however, the most significant, predictor in the

regression equations at; both the elementary and high school levels had

nothing to do with race. Cities with very small non - public, enrollments

in1960wereestabliShing and. filling non-public schools, independently

of the effects of:public school desegregation or the racial composition

1

1. e
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of the public
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*

is. While the zero-order tion had been'sub-

stantial for this variable (percent ervrolled in 6111-public schools, 1960),

the Standardized,regression coefficients were very large, as high AS .62

for the second regression model,.

relationship between racial factors and changes in white non-

public school enrollments cannot be so easily summarized for'the Southern,

cities as it was for the nonouthern At the elementary school level,

'racial factors' did -not appear to be important during the 1960s, although

the racial composition of the city's 1960 ,public school population and

the economic status of its bliack population probab'Iy d,id play a small

rdie. At the high school levej, a broader range of'factors--including

racial changes in the sizes of the bloaCk and, white school populations,

school desegregation, and the relative economic conditions of black and

white families--all suggest that ,a more substantial causal interrelation-
,/

ship was involved.

SUMMARY

o

Overall, though, in oth.the South and the non-South, city differences
7 c

ong race-related dimensions were an important element in the differential

?

.c.s in ,white non-public school ,enrollments during the 1960s
'A A

It, is

. ..,

.

tifRO-stap0, howeve that eve ib.;tantial beta coeffi-,.

nie democ-yrThl';- variable's do not imply that

''t"ti. s on ible for determining the particular proportion
.1.

, p, '.-',4
-,

.

of WhitetstuderitA, iea given city who enrolled in non-public schools in

1.970. By far the biggest determinant of that proportion is the city's

prior record. of non-public enrollment. Given the rather large initial

1
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4
(196Q) dispariities among the cities in non-public school enrollment* ,

4

(Figure 1), thexacial factors discussed in th,is-paper, did not produce a
1

. .

., ,

_... substantially different-rank-ordering of the cities in 1970. Nevertheless,
. .

to the extent that cities did experience variations in their trend of

non-public enrollments during the 1960s, our resultS sugcest strongly

that racial factors -- predominantly the relative sizes and changes in the

sizes of the black and white pupil populations- -did play a significant

role in the differential trends in non-public enrollments that were ob-

served.
R.

Of course, it is possible that non-racial factors omitted from the

r Aression models were in fact responsible for thekf4cs that the existing

dels attributed to racially related demographic changeS, pOpulation com7
J

position, and racial desegregation of schools. However, the stability of

colfficients for many of the racially-tinged variabl s across dAerent

models (Southern, non-SoCithern, elementary, high school, mailer and larger

samples of cities' employing differeht sets 4 control var abies) suggests

that the effects, at least for th.e decade that passed eight,years-agb,

were real.

AN ELABORATION OE THE MODEL USING, SOCIO-POLITICAL V ARLES

Assuming that changes in the racial demography of the ity were

responsible for increases in the proportion of the city's whites who

selected .non- public schooling, it may be possible to specify the kinds

of changes in the social climate resulting from these derrior phic changes

that in turn vffected the school enrollment decisions of ind vidual white

parents. :,or example, to what extent might increases in the umber of
A
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black youths in the city have led to greater rights'activities,and

to pOsbiic dis(plays of ethnic consciousness that,,in turn, resulted in

decisions by white pareilts to select private schooling for their children?

A1'though there may be no definitive answers to such gileions, we can

-examine some measures of city political and racial climate to investigate

w!lether. such .variables - account in any way for these relationships.

Eighty-sic,,of'our, 109 non-Southern cities were among 91 cities chosen
tor

from a national probabj_lity sample of medium- -and large-sized cities and

studied a late ',1960s, inveSEigation. into civil rights and school poll-

Xics in thenon,Southern U.S. (Kirby, Harris, and Crain, 1973). The

study.was -based on structured interviews, conducted largely in 1,968,
71%

with black and whitr civic and political leaders, elected and aopointed

city and school officials, and leaderls of civil rights organizations.

Lndice from preyious 'studies using these data, including Kirby, Harris,

and Crain (1973) Morloek (1973), and Becker (974), have-been -iggr-2nted

on a permanent data brchj.Ve. The indices' measure-

4111Vid school po' is the level of contro,, sy over community,

elite satistac with the public schools., militancy c) ,e civil rights

movement at the time, and go on.

Many of these measures Of racial clipate and local political culture

were related to increases in the use of nonApubtic schooling by white

families. (':,;ee CWumn I of Table,50 For example,' the average leveA of
A

controversy over racial issues in the city 1?5tweenj.960 and 1968, as re-

ported ipy three selected informants (a city newspaper editor, a white poli-

tician, and a major ci eader) correlated .20 with changes in the non-

lriJ

I
OP'
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public share of white enrollment. Similarly, the number of black school

board members and the number of blacks named as being Along the city's

civic leadership by at least two info'rmants out of five (the city editor,

a past school board head, a mayor's assistant, a white political leader

anti a major civic leader) were also Correlated with increases in non-public

enrollments (r = .27 and .32 respectively).

Table 5 About Here

However, st of these variables were also associated with the

pverall racial position of the city. (The numbers of black school

--\board members and black civi

-.

\ s

when the relative presence of the metropolitan elite was controlled

leaders, for example,Lcorrelated respec-

tively '.72 and .36 with pe ent black in 1960 public schools- -Table 5,

column 2). Consequently, when such dc,--raphic factors were hel

e residua

:Lent,

effects of these socio-plitical variables were generally .

either negligib", or in' the reverse direction of their zero-order corre-

lation (columns 3 to 5).

For example, multiple regression results indicated that, controlling

on racial demographic factors, the greater .the number Of black school

board members, the more the non-public share of white enrollment declined.

(The betas ranged from .17 to; .24, depending on the control variables in-
!)

cluded.) Similarly,. the "earlier" that black civil rights protests occurred

in the city, and the more varied they were--net of racial demogr1phic

factors- -the greater the de'cline in non-public school utilization bytre.-:

maining white,'. (This result was found, in two of three regressions, but

(
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These results suggest an unexpected but not necessarily ribelieyable
A

.4

pattern. 'The more visible the black mppulation in. the polltal.,and
4'

civic culture of the city (relative to its proportibn in thepdpulation),

the less likely that whites will flee public for privatesckooling. Early
v

, .--,/.
,

public demonstration of the need for blacks o be taken seribusly politically N.,__

(early and varied black protests) combined with ;p early recognition of

the political and social rights of the bLack_population.(blacks appointed-

or elected to the school board) may produce after,a while; a more instil

tutionalized and less fear-provoking,environment For race- related

,conflict resolution. Remaining whites IthOse not scared off'by the sheer

numbers involved--may become more accustdm life (and public schooling)

in a city whose political culture provides for a legitimate outlet for

political grievances of a formerly 'segregated racial minority. 40*

*

- A second pattern observbd in these data tends toward a more tradi-1

tional interpretItion. F the higher. .411e demonstration of white citi-

zen opposition to school desegr4at)on (as reported 13);;,a kOool board

member active in dealing with school civl rights crbestions)., the greater '

the increase in non-public school utilization by whites. Secondly, the

higher the level of controversy in the city over education and over public

issues in ge,neral, the greater the increase in the non-public schools'

share- of white pupils abut A)5. ri.nally, 'the poorer the evaluation

given by five elite informan.ts concerning the performance of their 's

scIlipls in educating young peop4relative tab those in °the/cities,

d.
the greater the increase in the non-public enrollment share ,o whites

t .I5).

2

/
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suburbs. Such whites could constitute a basis upon which new trends of

\411/4 N

re- urbanization of white families could build. the other hand, the

A .

,',.Thee tbiree OGrtables are related to areas of ex'01)cit public contro-
4 , .-4,._,

4 .

versy aout the ublic school system-7conflict in neral, desegregation
.. .

., . f

in particu4ar, and an evaluation of the systeni's performance. Thus, expll-

'

'',,,, . 0
,

.,) a
cit conflict abOut racial issues and about other aspect's of education- as , 1

'.,

9 . -1 fev ''

dicstincttrom expressLpns at iii recognition -oaf black.palitical power- -doffs-
.

4 .7,0

' I

result -in Night from the public schools by whites. It may als9 result
,

in flight_into non-public-schools by blacks, although we have not addressed

that question in'oug studies to date.

The purpose of inserting'sociq:politic41 variables into )the- analysis

4 .

was to attempt to account for some of the partial associations between

4

racial-demographic variables-and non-public enrollment changes. In nune

e,

of the regrsions, howevef, did regression coefficients for these varia
,

bles decline. Many, in fadt, were stronger with the socio - political environ-(

ments, held constant., Thus, regardless of the-independenf effect of these

socio-political variables, they do not account for the way that the changing
1

racial composition of schoolage populations produced increases in the use

of 'non- public schools ly white' families.

CONCLUSIONS

'We'cannot predict thq Long -term consequences of white movement into

.nonpublic sAoois in cities with large and growing black populations and

declining white populatiohs% For example, it may be that over the long

run, non-public schools will serve as an integrating force by retaining

whites in integrated cltiesliho would otherwise migrate to segregated



)9 11-, I K

typiCal transition from l'aql-white to all-jalack neighborhoods` and public

schools might only beisloWed a
,
bit. .

Reardless ofthe long-term consequen s, it seems clear, that .during
.

the 1960s, changes in the non-public sector's share of white entollinent (

..,
,

_

were affected by the racia'. composition and demographic changescurring

,1 il
in the environment. While it is questionable whether the tode6t amou... nt --------

.....,

,

. to-

of desegregation that was occurring duiing the period played any role,.
g

1
;

, .

'''"fear o.f potential desegregation% possibly caused by people's perteption of
a 4 USEK-. _..:......... 4

racial proportions and shifts/ in the population, may have been
,

significant.
t

,.,.,

$
In any event, theseresylt'S suggest that policy changes aimed at pro-

\

I
,

.. / .....---

viding non-public school( with additional financial resources may have

their greatest impact in raising non-public enrollments in Cities with

r-1k4arge black populations and possibly in cities undergoing school desegre-

gation. Whether, over the long run, such,assistance will result in greater

0
or lesser neighborhood and school segregation however, cannot be foretold.

sr



Notes

1./ It ,a-I-Soi.important. to note that factors associated with changes

icy the proportion of white students who are non-public enrollees -

,may not be t e same tactors.as ociated with the curNntlevelo Of

4npn- enrollmentby whites th.other/words,,identifying deter-
.J 0

.
mlnants of a trend is not the.same as'identifying determinants of

tam in.ttial state. In fact, as shown later in the text, increases in
.

non-ubric enrollme t's have occurred to a greater degree in cities

with very little 'initial ,non-publjkc enro llment.

2. It should be poihted out that.- our data iefer_to_ctties_and ,their.
J

, -

changes during the previous decade. While each'city in our study may
.

have experienced, different sorts of changes in the current decade,

there are no indications that our findings a e particularly time-bound

/CS the ,1960's, However, their consistency should of course be tested

in several yeit ars, after the 1980 Cfnsus fi(ints available.

...,

3. Unfortunately, there is not perfect omparabilf(ty between the 1960

1

T
c

, ',-

and 1970 censugtcategories for measuiM counts by race. The 1960

census included tabulLIions for whites and 'nonwhites; rt.. 1970, for

total persons and blacks. In this analysis, regrettably, the 1960e
w

"white is counted as equivalent to the 19704total minus black" or

"non-black." The -1;960."non-white",is considered equivalent to the

1970 "black." It is hoped that the movement of Oriental and American

Indian populations from the "black" count in 1960 to the 'White" count

for 1970 dOes not distort the intercity differenCes ih the data. It

* 40 believed that significant errors will not result frotAiemploying

this procedure.'

"7--

The vast majority of persons of'Hispanic backg.round ar included

25



.'

N6tes . /
; i ,- .

... .

under the "white" cateSory . in both censuses.. Although there are, '%
-,_ ,

V It

separate tabulations this group for 1970, there are no equivalent
,..

,-dat'a from he 1960 census. ':Zonsequently, this groupcould not

,yemoved om the "white" count ro get a measure of changes in j'Anglo

whit - " non-public enrollments, between i960 and,1470.

fi

2 '3
Cl
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Tab to 1

Means and Standard Deviations, SOuth and non-South

Variables

SOUTH

N=48 except
where noted

Mean Stand. Dev.

-SOUTH

=109 except
where noted

can Stand..De .

Dependent:

Change in the proportioxtof white
schooXchildren who attended.
non-public scboolsi1960-1970

All gradesK-12
Elementary, K-,8
High School, 9-12

1

+1.0%
+1.97.
-0.7%

4.4
4.6
4.9

4.5
4.5
5.7

Independent:
*

Race-related

-Percent Black, Public Schools, 1960
Percent Increase, NuMber
.Black Schoolchildren, '60-'70

Percent Increase, Number
White Schoolchildren, '60-'70

Change in Pupil Racial Segrega-
tion Index, Pub. Sch., '67-'70

Change in. Teacher Racial Segrega-
tion Index, '67-'70

Non-race variables

Proportion enrolled in non-public
schools, whites, 1960

Age of Housing (Percent housing'
built before 1950)

Percent Foreign Stock, 1970
population

32.5% 14.4

+43.1% 29.7

74.4

13.5
(N=45)

26.3

+30.0%

-13.5

-54.4

,e)

12.7% 7.9

47.2% 14.3

. 9.6%
11.4

(U=34)

20.8%

+76.2%

+7.9%

-6.0

-7.9

14.8

67.0

39.6

11'.8

(N =95)

24.4% 11.4

66.0%

'20.8%.

18.2

* 10.5

(N=80)

Sources: U.S. Census,Bureau, Census of Population 1960, Volune ,1.,.Tables 73 and 77;
U.S. Census Bureau', General Social and Economic Characteristics 1970,
Tables 83 and 91; U.S. Commerce Department, County and City Data Book,
1972; Reynolds Farley, "Racial Integration in the Public Schools, 1967. o,
1972," Sociological Focus 8 (January 1975), 3-26. (The segregation indek'
is described more fully in the Farley paper. It is the dissimilarity
index used by Taeuber andorothers.)

Only the major variables in the analysis and those with major South/non-South differ-
ences are shown here.
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Table 2

Correlations with Increases 0 Non-Public

School Shares of White Students, 1960-1970

Va iable:

Increase irh Percent Non-Public,
Whites, All Grades

'r

SOUTH

N=48 except
where noted

NON -SOUTH

N=109 except
.where noted

Independent Variables:

Percent BiAck 1960 Public Schools +.36 +.44
Percent Increase, Number Black
4.Aghoolchildren, .1960-1970 .17 ,+.09

Percent Increase, Number White
.Schoolchildren, 1960=570 . +.11 -.37

Decrease i Pupil Racial'Segregation

-:±.33 (N=45) +.12 (N=95),(Dissimi arity,Indet)
1967-197yublic:SchoolS3

Dearease'141teacr Ricial Segregation, +..37 (N=45) +.16 (N=95)
196771970,public.SchOpas

Proportion enrolled `ih Non-Public Schools,
.

Whites, 060 -.42 +..04

Size of City (LN, Avg. 1960, 1970 population) ,-.2.3 -.27

Age of Housing. (Percent built before 1950) +.10

7/
Central City (1) vs. Suburb (0) +.18, -.15'

Percent Foreign Stock, 1970 Population -:.16) (N=35) *.06 (N=92)
Median Income, fhite Families, 1970 +.06 (N=35) -.01 (N=92)

Median Indome,.BlaCk Families, 1970 -.30 (N=35) -.05 (N=92)

Percent Homeowners, White Families, 1970 +.24/(N=35) +.12 (N=92)

Percent Homeowners, Bladk Families; 1970 -.33 (N=35) -.18 (N=92)
Relatve4 ,Presence of Metropolitan Elite*.i +.14 (N=35) +.11 (N=§2)

*
Residual of regressing the prOPortion of metropolitan area's families with

$50,000 income (1969) who reside in this city on the corresponding. propor-
tiorffor all metropolitan area families.
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Non-South

table 3: Regression Results for Non-Southern Cities

Changes in Percent Enrolled in Non-Public Schools, Whites, 1960-1970 ,

All Grades

/ Model 1 Model 2

N = 95) ._(N . 80)

/3

+.41* +.50*

(1) Percent Black, Public Schools,

1960

(2) Percent Increase, # Black

Schoolchildren, '60-'10

(3) Percent Decrease, # White School-

children, '60-'70 +.46* +.42*

+.30* +.40*

(*

(4) crease in Pupil Segregation °

Index, 1967 -70. +.04 Oa

(5) Decrease in Teacher Segregation

Index, '61-70 +.08\- +.22*

(6) % Enrolled in Non-public fchools,

Whites, 1960 -.29*

-.08(7) Age of Housing

(8) Central' City Status

(9) Size of. City

(10) % Foreign stock, 1970

(11) Median Black Income, 19.70

(12)'White Homeownership rate,'1970

(13) Relative Presence of Metropolitan

Elite

+.05

-.26*

+.21*

R
2

.48 .59

Elementary Enrollment

Model 1 'Model 2

. 95) (N . 80).

+.36* +.42*

+.29*, +.38* I.

+,43* +.36*

'+.10 +.22*

-34*

+.42*

-.20*

\--

.39 .53

High School Enrollment

Model 1. Model 2'

(N = 95) ' TAN 80)

+.51*+.37*

+.24* +38*

+.48* +.53*

-.03

+.02 +.1

'-.05

MON

Mai

+.28*

.52 .63

*P
(.05
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Table, Regression Results for Southern Cities

Changes in percent Enrolled in Non- Public Schools, Whites, 1960-1970

A11 Grades

(N = 45) (N . 34) °

1 Mode ,2,

e3 ea
(1) .Percent Black, Public SChools,

1960 +.43* +.22

Ylementary Enrollment

(2.) Percent Increase, # Black school-

children, '60-'70 -,02 +,19

(3) Percent Decrease, # White school

thildren,
a60-'70

+.08

(4) Detrease in Pupil, ;egat

'Index, 1967.1970

(5) Decrease in Teacher Segregation

'' Index, '67-'70 +.14

+.13 +.10

.2_ 44

(6) Percent,Enrolled in Non-Public

J Schools, 44bites, 1960 -.60* 7,62* t

+,03'

(7) Age of Housing

8) Central City Status

(9) Size of City

(10) Median Black Income, 1970

(11) Median White Income 1970

(12) Black Homeownership Rate 1970

-.06

-.09

, +,12 +.02

(1S5 Relative Presence of Metrop/itan

Elite

R
2

,30

-.33*

a

.45 .58

High School. Enrollment

Model 1 f Model 2 Model Model .2'

N 45) (N 34) (l . 45) (N = .34)

.

+,44* +.26 +,25 +.17

-.10

. +.03

+,06

+.15 -.00

+.16
, +.40*,

+022 +.27

+.23 +.21

+.15 .° +.16

-.24

+,20

.42 .57

-27

31i*

.36 50,

*p 95,

.36

I
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Table .5.4011 AdUtrIg Socio-Political Variables to the Regression

Model forte 86 Northern Cities

Socio-pOlitical variables
from Kirby, et al. .(103)

4

Dependent Increase invPercent Non-Pub lidrEnrollment,
Variable: '''`Whites, 1960-1970, All Grades

Control Var: StpdardiZed regresstpn coefficients, "))

Zero- 7 Black, 1960.

( order . c ools

from pairwise present matrix (N=66 to186)

using demographicand other control
variables shown below.4 /r.

White citizen demonstrated
oppositionto school deseg. +4.32 .

'Earliness and variety of
sqc 'black civil rights protest

Controversy over. education
issues in city since 19'60'

Quality of public' schools'
-\!-"Iducation (as yawed by

elite informants)

liNumber of blati school
board memberS lb-

NUmber of black protests
in city_ _since 196(3,

Presence of court -order
to desegregate (by 1971)

Countervailing power to
business dominWon of
city politics r J.

Level' of controversy in
city since 1960 over
variety of issue areas,

Number of blacks among
civic elite

Controversy over racial ,

..
iss.ties in c4y since 1960

Percent Of black students
transferred and resulting
in less segregation .

+.04

. +.27 +.12

r
Re r 1 °p Regr.(

+.27 AV+

-.39.. -.37

+.27 +.742*. -.24

, -.23

+.13

"-.15

+.00 ! +.28

=:03

-.14.

+.19 +.26

+:24 +.21

+.32

R
2

, all variables shown
where plus control variales

R
2

, control vaqables.only--

Variance added by socio-political variables

* Control variables:

f. 12

+.10

-.21.

-.13

-.p7 -.21

/ '

+.14 +.13

.52 i .58

.30 .53 j

..22
.\(,)9

Regr..1 = 7. black, pUb. sch., 1960 (3 = .60), % incr., no, black schoolchildren = .32),

% deer., no. white schoolchildren (41 = .41).

(Regr. 2 =.(as above), % black (.70), % incr. black (.33), % deer.; (.47), LN city.
4

2

size (-.17), % non-public, 1960 ( - :39), teacher deseg. (.:20)0 % foreign-

stock (:26).
Regr. 3 = % black (.50), incr. blacks (.30), deck., whites (.43), LN c4y size, (-.1.9),

% non-public, 1960 (-.27), teacher deseg. (.27), % foreig stock (.26), relative

presen(e of metropolitan elite (.28).,
k


